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Bush is elected as 41 st president
by Jim Christian
News Editor

Michael Dukakis' "November surprise" never materialized as he was
soundly defeated by Vice President
George Bush in Tuesday's presidential election.
But the night was not a complete

loss for Democratic partisans as that
party held on to its control of both
houses of Congress.
The president-elect was a landslide victor in the electoral college
and a 54 percent to 46 percent winner
in the popular vote.
In fact, early returns were so overwhelming in Republican Bush's fa-

vor that it prompted CBS News to
declare him as the next president of
the United States at 9:20 p.m. the
night of the election, more than 11/2
hours before polls closed in the west.
"The networks have given it to us,
but we are keeping our fingers
crossed," Bush said at mid-evening
as electoral votes continued to pile up
in his favor.

Bush began the evening by winning running mate Dan Quayle's
home state of Indiana and never
looked back as he then swept the
south.
Dukakis won 12 states and the
District of Columbia, 11 states more
than Democratic candidate Walter
Mondale four years earlier.

Locally, Bush took Georgia with 58
percent of the popular vote to 42
percent for Dukakis.

This year 64.3 percent of registered
voters cast ballots to 55 percent four
years ago.

Bush claimed 64 percent of the vote
compared with 46 percent for
Dukakis in Statesboro, where voters
turned out in larger numbres than in
1984 when Ronald Reagan was
elected.

It was a bittersweet night for Vice
Presidential candidate Lloyd
Bentsen as a regained his senatorial
seat in Texas, leading the democrats
in renewing their control of congress.

Statistics reveal

DUIs on the rise
with alcohol here in Statesboro and
GSC and the only way to solve the
Staff Writer
problem is through cooperation beDriving under the influence of alco- tween the community and the police
hol is crime on the rise in Statesboro. department," said York.
Referring to a recent party in
In 1987, the Statesboro Police Department arrested 182 people for Bulloch County well attended by
DUI. So far this year, 138 people high school and college students,
York added, "the problem just keeps
have been charged with DUI.
At this year's rate, city police ar- getting worse, and I'm afraid somerests alone could reach 200 or more one might be killed sooner of later as
by the end of the year. And, the Sher- a result of alcohol."
During the party, a fight erupted
iff s Department and Georgia State
and resulted in several gunshot
Patrol have similar statistics.
Statistics have shown the core of blasts but no one was injured, York
the drunk driving problem in said. That's what can happen when
Statesboro lies with the 15 to 24 year alcohol is involved. That guy could
olds. The majority of those arrested have easily shot into a crowd of
for DUI were 24 years or younger. In people and who knows who could
1987,51 percent of DUI arrests made have been hurt or killed."
DUI arrests are becoming more
by the Statesboro Police Department
involved people 24 and under. So far frequent increasing the probability
of alcohol-related deaths in
this year, the count is 47 percent.
According to Captain Stan York, Statesboro. York maintains, "We're
division commander of the SPD, the going to be fair but firm with drunk
DUI increase in Statesboro indicates drivers—whatever it takes we have
an increase of GSC student arrests. an obligation to stop drinking and
"Yes, there is a definite problem driving."

By Clint Rushing

&

SPD DUI Arrests by age in 1987
"I thought we were finished with paint brushes. . .* This must be the
tought going throughthe minds of these Printing Association of Georgia
members, who are accustomed to more sophisticated forms of sign

making, as the prepare a banner for Homecoming activities. Pictured
from left are Tammy Brown, Tammy Simpson and Sabrina Window.
(Photo by Matt Stanley)
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Carter: GSC still seeks black profs
by Edward Tillman
Staff Writer

Blacks make up only five percent of
GSC's full-time faculty, not because
the school has not attempted to recruit them, but rather because
"Georgia Southern has an image
problem," said Vice-president for
Academic Affairs Dr. Harrison Carter.
And part of the image problem lies
in the fact that GSC is set in a small
town in rural Georgia, he said. The
social life and acceptability for a
black family in Statesboro can be
frightening unless they have experienced it before, Carter stated.
Carter said that many prospective
black faculty members have been
lost because they felt their families
would be uncomfortable in
Statesboro. He added that they were
usually impressed with GSC but took
jobs in more metropolitan areas instead where theirfamilies were more
comfortable.
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To help put an end to losing black
instructors to metropolitan institutions, Carter said GSC is working
with the city to correct some of the
problems potential faculty members
find with the environment, especially in the area of inadequate housing.
And working with the city has
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proved valuable. GSC's black faculty
population has risen from 12 instructors in 1986 to 24 this year.
But perhaps a more pressing problem is the lack of qualified prospects,
Carter said. Consequently, the few
that are qualified are in great demand and GSC frequently loses
them to other schools with better
total working environments, he said.
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Another reason Carter cited is
salaries at GSC are not comparable
with those at other institutions, often differing from $5,000 to $10,000
for similar positions.
"For GSC to balance the ratio of
black to white instructors, we must
find the black faculty member that
really wants to teach, who is really
interested in undergraduate instruction," he said.
To find that certain black candidate, GSC recruits nationwide. And
in doing so, Carter said, the aforementioned problems continue to
arise
But GSC is not alone. Carter said
every college has the problem of too
few black faculty members.
The ideal situation to correct
GSC's problem, he said, would be to
have GSC graduates return to teach.
,^qjt even that is not promising.
"There are very few blacks coming
out of masters programs, making
those that do an even hotter commodity," Carter said. "And a masters in
most fields is not sufficient if your
goal is to teach college students."
GSC currently offers no doctoral
degrees, but if university status is
obtained the Ph.D programs will be
created. Carter said education doctorates would be the first degrees
offered.

18 or younger
19-24
25-35
36 or older

11.5%
40.1%
29.1%
19.2%

NOTE: Of 306 DUI tests administered in 1987 by the SPD, 182
tested over the legal limit. In the
above pie chart, age is not evenly
divided, i.e., 25 to 35 is not an
equal comparison to 19-24.

LRC acquires $115,000
of computer terminals
by Jim Christian

Previously loans were made through
the mail, a system that had a waiting
Fifty new computers at a total cost time a week at least a week.
of $115,000 top the list of recent
The fax machine will allow loan
additions to GSC's Henderson li- requests to be sent at a rate of 30
brary, Kimberly Novak, student seconds per page at no cost, she said.
representative to the Faculty Senate However, it is up to the participating
Library Committee said.
library to decide whether requests
The machines, made available will or will not be forwarded via their
through a discount program from fax machines.
IBM, have been added to the 40 al"At the very least, the new system
ready in the Learning Resource will cut the time involved in half,"
Center, bringing the number of ter- Novak said.
minals available for student use to
The library also added Carol
90, she said.
Brown in the new full-time position
Additionally, Novak said the li- of Tutorial Coordinator to its staff.
brary purchased a telefacsimile Amy Van Zant has taken on the job of
machine that will allow students to the library's second Technical Coorprocess interlibrary-loans quicker. dinator.
News Editor
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Brown named biology distinguished alum'for '88
Staff Reports

Iva D. Brown, a 1957 GSC graduate, has been named the Biology
Alumnae of the Year for 1988. She
will deliver the annual honoree's
address in the Biology Lecture Hall
at 11 a.m. tomorrow.
Now a professor of science education at the University of Southern
Mississippi, Brown is renowned for
her expertise in effective teaching of

science curriculum in schools. She
will speak on the topic of "Scientific
Illiteracy: The Challenge of the Decade."
The formal award presentation
will be held at the Alumni Award
Brunch at 11 a.m. Saturday.
Brown earned her bachelor of science from GSC, an M. Ed. from the
University of Georgia in 1963 and
her Ed. D. from Georgia in 1965.
She has been on the faculty of USM

Iv,a Brown

since 1968, in addition to serving as a
research aid with the U.S. Office of
Education in 1964-65 and teaching
physics, chemistry, and general science in Georgia public schools from
1959-62.
!
, She was also a lab assistant for Dr.
Curtis Hames during a federallyfunded atherosclerosis study.
Brown is a member of various professional organizations, has carried
out numerous projects on science

education in Mississippi, and has 1985, was nominated to be Distinbeen published in scientific journals guished Professor of the Year at
on education and educational re- USM in 1977, and received the Outsearch.
standing Science Educators Award
She received the Search for Excel- from the Mississippi Science
lence in Science Education award in Teacher's Association in 1980.
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Signs of the times
Republican presidential candidate George Bush and Democratic
Nominee Michael Dukakis spread their campaign forts as far south as

Statesboro in Election '88. The republic and democratic campaign
headquarters supplied the town with stickers and posters to adorn cars
and front yards, buttons to wear and platform propaganda to read.

On Your Gold
Herff Jones
College Ring
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
DATE: NOVEMBER 10,11,12 (THURS..FRI..SAT)
TIME: 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
PLACE: GSC BOOKSTORE (LANDRUM CENTER)

— Around the colleges—

Container law
angers students
From the Red & Black

ATHENS - A new city ordinance that prohibits open consumption of alcohol on streets
and sidewalks in Athens has
angered University if Georgia
students who feel the law has the
biggest impact on them.
The Athens City Council voted
recently to forbid anyone from
drinking alcohol on streets, sideWalks or parking lots of closed
businesses. It also bans open
containers in parked cars.
The ordinance will go into effect if approved by Athens Mayor
Dwain Chambers, unavailable
for comment.
"We feel this is an injustice;
this is not fair," said student
Howard Manis. "You're taking
away something from someone
who hasn't abused their rights,
and that's not fair."

'HERFF JONES

GSC 'Marauders' make
the most of mountains
By Clint Rushing
Staff Writer

Over 100 students and several
faculty members from the ROTC
Department at GSC recently participated in a mountaineering excursion
to "better familiarize themselves
with the great outdoors."
GSC's military science mountaineering class 191, several GSC marauders and the ROTC staff visited
Helen, Georgia to improve their
skills in repelling and surviving outdoors.
"The mountaineering class is designed to teach leadership in addition to the survival skills," said
Master Sergeant Whitfield of the
GSC military science department. "I
think that the trip went great; we
accomplished everything we set out
to and more. I am pleased with the
progress we made."
GSC marauders and mountaineering students were busy repelling,

building rope bridges and climbing
hills and mountains. "It's a lot of fun
to go outdoors and repel; I really
enjoy being a marauder," said Frank
Bridges, GSC marauder. "I plan to go
into the military afteT I graduate
from college to help prepare me for
my goals. Marauders teaches me
leadership, which will be a useful
quality in the U.S. Army."
The ROTC Department is growing
tremendously with the growth of the
campus. Military science 191, marauders and ROTC provide excellent
instruction for students seeking
leadership capabilities, said Whitfield.
"I am definitely pleased with the
marauders at GSC. Our progression
over the years has impressed me, and
marauders is not only for guys but
girls also."
Interested participants can enroll
in mountaineering 191, become a
marauder or enlist in ROTC.

Graduate Study at Albany State College
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A Graduate degree can give you the competitive edge in the market place. At Albany State College
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PROGRAM OFFERINGS

the Graduate School enhances your career options in a variety of fields.
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BUY ONE... GET ONE

FREE *
Southern Eyecare wants you to look great, see your
best ever, and be completely satisfied. We offer
complete eye examinations, contact lenses, and
RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES.
* Buy a pair of prescription glasses and receive a pair
of perscription SUNGLASSES FREE!
EYE EXAMINATIONS BY
DR. DONALD L. WATSON

SOUTHERN EYECARE
764-2020

Across from Mall

Master of Business Administration
(M.B.A.)
Master of Public Administration
(M.P.A.)
Master of Science in Criminal Justice
(M.S.)
Master of Science in Nursing
(M.S.N.)
Master of Education
(MJEd.)
Business Education
Early Childhood Education
English Education
Health & Physical Education
Mathematics Education
Middle Grades Education
Music Education
Reading Education
Science Education
Special Education
Specialist Pegree
(E.D.S.)
ApHpinstration & Supervision
Get the competitive edge with a Master's degree from Albany State College. For applications and information, contact:
GRADUATE SCHOOL
ALBANY STATE COLLEGE
504 COLLEGE DRIVE
ALBANY, GEORGIA 31705
or call: (912) 430-4862
* Winter Quarter application deadline December 1.
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'New Age' movement spreading
By Elaine Hulbert
Staff Writer
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GSC student Kim Thompson, New-Ager, studies alongside her crystal.
Thompson is a follower of the New Age philosophy and its counterparts,
such as the crystal which she says "helps focus your head." (Photo: Nancy
Umbarger)

Step on a butt day set

Great American Smokeout
is slated next Thursday
Staff Report

GSC, in conjunction with the
American Cancer Society, is sponsoring the twelfth annual "Great American Smoke-Out" Thursday, Nov. 17.
The "beat the tar" day is designed
to encourage smokers to give up their
habit for 24 hours.
Last year, 39 percent of the nation's smokers participated in the
event. This year, smokers are once
again being encouraged with the
day's "Take a Breather" slogan on
buttons, stickers and posters campus
wide.
On campus, two information
booths will be set up in Williams
Center and Landrum where volunteer students will distribute Great
American Smoke-Out promotional

items to increase faculty, staff and
student participation at GSC.
"We want people to prove to themselves they can do without smoking
for one day," said Tim Bryant, a
health science major who is helping
-to promote non-smoking. "Hopefully
the day will lead to one week, then
one month and so on."
The idea for smokers to abstain for
one day was conceived in 1974 by
Lynn R. Smith, editor of the, Monticello Times in Minnesota. Smith's
idea, called "D-day" for "Don't
Smoke" spread throughout the state
and the nation.
In California, the day became
known as the "Great American
Smoke Out."
The day was recognized as a nationwide event in 1977.

Created from the by-products of
the sixties' influx of Eastern mysticism and Western occultism, the
New Age Movement has grown at
exponential rates over the past
couple of decades. New Age book
stores, literature, radio stations,
music and even specialty crystal
shops have slowly but steadily
cropped up nationwide.
As a result of this popularity, New
Age philosophy has even been espoused by a handful of people here at
GSC.
The New Age is a curious phenomenon and is difficultto define due to its
free-for-all nature which runs the
gamut from fortune-telling, faithhealing and UFO watching to spiritual-channelling, transmigrating of
souls, crystal-worshipping and other
practices.
The New Age thinker sees the
world in a pantheistic light and tries
to develop a sense of harmony with
this world through the use of these
practices. In doing so, the New Age
thinker ruminates over three basic
concepts of the philosophy: Ultimate
reality, Humanity and Humanity's
predicament in life.
Within the New Age philosophy,
Ultimate Reality is equivalent to
God and consists of the pure energy
of the cosmos, pervading all aspects
of life and polarizing the world into
such opposites as good and evil, light
and dark and male and female.
However, since this energy is pure,
the polarities merely reflect different
sides of a whole.
The concept of Humanity is expressed by humanity's conjunction
with the Ultimate Reality. In order to
achieve this union, man must reach

of all suits in stock
We specialize In custom
made suits for Ihe
athletic hard-to-f It man.

764-6924
Across from Winn Dixie

GSC student Rob Rushing owns
crystals for their "good luck"
powers. (Photo: Matt Stanley)
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Thompson, who oytiis a crystal ball
and at one time owned 10 crystals,
uses her crystals in association with
her dreams.
"They help you focus your head,"
said Thompson. "The crystals help
you remember your dreams and
make them clearer."
GSC student Rob Rushing also

CALL 764-6325

$17.99
$21.50 ^sS
^man

One of the most prevalent influences of the New Age is the crystal.
Within the philosophy, crystals exemplify power to transmit their own
energy or manipulate the energy of
the universe. Followers say the vibrations from these crystals aid in
clearing the mind, elevating moods
and stimulating the thought processes.

FREE DELIVERY

Duck Head
KNIT SHIRTS

perfection or wholeness by experiencing higher forms of consciousness.
The Human predicament follows
man's journey to higher self. A recent
article in Christianity Today about
the New Age states that in order to
attain knowledge, the cure to all
humanity's ills, man must "balance
the polarities of life, manipulate
energy and rid the conscious of the
fragmenting effects of reason and the
pre-defining limitations of belief."
Thus, the New Age is not as much
concerned with the means in which a
person attempts to find his spirituality, but is more focused on the motivations behind these practices. GSC
student Kim Thompson explains,
"It's so personalized. It's different for
everyone."

764-6325
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Fighting GSC crime
is two-way street
A young female student gets drunk and passes out at a
fraternity party. She later regains consciousness and finds a man
raping her—and then another man.
A young male student dies after drinking a gallon of wine in
45 minutes during a hazing session.
A young female student is stabbed in broad daylight while
walking across campus.
A young male student is shot to death by a young female
student over a broken car windshield.
The stories are real but not rare. Student-on-student crime
is rampant on the nation's college campuses. And, GSC is no
exception.
Startling crime statistics are difficult to lower and even
harder to banish. Crime may seem hopelessly unavoidable, but
it's not.
Time, money and effort are the root of effective on-campus
police operations. And, to stop even one acquaintance rape or
assault is worth the money and the effort. Beefing up the oncampus police force is one solution.
The core of the second solution is much harder to control—
student actions. More than 90 percent of gang and acquaintance
rapes and other on-campus crimes have been tied to drug or
alcohol use involving both victims and assailants. In today's
society, drinking alcohol and even smoking pot is advocated,
especially at a college parties. Yet, drunks and drugees are
prime crime targets and potential assailants.
The solution: Don't abuse drugs and alcohol or they will
abuse you.
The third and most important solution is creating crime
awareness among students. Reporting crime statistics to the
FBI, students and parents can increase awareness and change
attitudes like "No crime here" or "It won't happen to me."
The final solution for curbing crime, like the second, is in the
hands of the students.
There are several ways a student can lessen their chances of
becoming a crime target or statistic:

Studying: perception and challenge
By Cathy McNamara
Editor

Studying is a lot like shopping.
Some people are born to find Reeboks
for $2 or "Ace" a history test without
cracking a book. Others manage to
spend 25 percent more instead of less
on a package of tube socks or fail an
English essay on "What I did for
summer vacation."
Drop my sister off at any mall in
any town and she'll find a pure cashmere sweater for $12, tops, perfect
size, right color, innovative style.
Drop me off at the same mall, and I'll
locate a leather skirt for $300, at best
a grotesque candy-apple red, all out
of my size and any size near it.
Born shoppers may or may not be
born studiers, but the idea is the
same.
Studying is a lot like a quadradic
formula—there are a myriad of strategic variables involved. Teachers,
students, authors and factual test
information are but the tip of the

•Because drinking and illegal drug taking are closely
related to crime on college campuses, use the above
advice and don't abuse them.
•Don't walk alone.
•Lock your doors.
•Wear a loud whistle on your keychain and keep it
handy at all times. Even if you don't need it, seeing it will
remind you to be careful.
•Do not wear a walkman while walking home at night
or it will be impossible to hear someone approaching.
by Terry Harvin
•If you have to walk alone at night, walk in lighted Sports Editor
areas of campus.
All "save-the-whale" fanatics
•Do not prop doors of dormitory or apartment build- should read this column. It is written
by a sports writer, who vowed in last
ings.

From the
editor's desk
Cathy McNamara
iceberg. Perceptions, biases, opinions and ideals are the key.
Dr. Smith may think George
Washington was actually involved in
a scandal where an infamous apple
tree was chopped down, but if you
have Dr. Doolittle for an upcoming
test, you'd better find out his version
of the incident because he did his
thesis on Washington's effect on
apple farming in the United States.
Being people/teacher smart is
being student smart. Honing in on
teachers' perceptions will get you
everywhere. You don't have to think
like they do or hold their opinions,
but find out if they're Democrat or
Republican. You can voice opposite

opinions in class, but write down
theirs on the test.
Studying may deal with "facts,"
but be wary of whose "facts" are at
large.
Like any good shopper, good students realize practice makes perfect.
Time, although necessary, is not the
first consideration. If you can find a
silk scarf for $9.99 to go with that $12
cashmere sweater, time is not of the
essence. The question here is: Does
silk go with cashmere, or are you
studying the wrong chapter?
Studying and learning how to
study are among the most challeng
ing aspects of college. The process
demands a great deal from students.
And, some students feel incapable of
supplying that demand. What they
fail to realize is not the missing "book
smart" foe but the lack of motivation
, to open their minds to more than
their version of the Irish Potatc
Famine. Although history tells us t
great deal—its perception tells us
more.

The words of a popular rock group
exemplify points in history with only
a simple word or phrase—a packaged
perception.
Hallucinate, Desegregate, Mediate,
Alleviate, Try not to hate, Love your
mate, Don't suffocate on your own
hate, Designate, Your love is fate, A^
one world state as human freight, The
number eight, A white-black state, A
gentle trait, The broken crate, A
heavy weight or just too late, Like
pretty Kate has sex ornate...
Now devastate, Appreciate, Depreciate, Fabricate, Emulate, The truth
dilate, A special date, The animal we
ate, Guilt debate, the edge serrate, A
better rate, The youth irate, Deliberate...
Now radiate, A perfect state, Food
on plate, Gravitate, The earth's own
weight, Designate, Your love is fate,
At 98 we all rotate.
—INXS
See Editor, page 12

Save the money-not the whales

Remember, crime must be attacked with the efforts of the
police force and the students. Without one or the other, crime
will continue to increase steadily at a even more alarming rate.
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week's column to address sports issues only, but has decided instead to
venture out of his field and become
highly vulnerable to a host of negative feedback.
Now in English: This is a perfect
opportunity for all you Greenpeacers
to really "butcher my blubber."
I read a newspaper headline last
week which equated a cold-hard
mother nature with peaceful security. It read: "Whales In 'Nature's

Hands' After Fleeing Prison of Ice." I
had to ask myself, first of all, how do
they think the grey whales became
trapped in the ice?
Was it not an act of nature?
I blame nature, but I'm sure all the
"Shamu lovers" are pointing their
flippers at the human race. Why? I
don't really know. If anyone else is to
blame besides "mother nature," it
should be the Eskimo women. They
do not use enough, if any, aerosol
hairspray. If they used more hairspray the ozone layer would deplete
even faster enabling the greenhouse
effect to mature quicker and whales
to escape faster.
Secondly, a million dollars for a

rescue mission to save two whales is
absurd. If the whale-trap would have
occurred 100 years ago, which one
probably did, what would have happened? They probably would have
died or been killed by Eskimo hunters, who could have done something
useful with the remains. Maybe
whale ribs were a popular item as
igloo mantle trophies. But a million
bucks is a lot!! Boy, a million Greenbacks would certainly not hurt college scholarship funds, homeless
shelters, the war against drugs, aid
for the abused, the national deficit or
the discriminated. Get my point?
Thirdly, were not the two ice-

breakers Soviet owned and manned?
I think so. I thought they, including
other nations, were responsible for
the deaths of thousands of whales
over the years. This tear-breaking
event that captured media eyes will
probably put the U.S.S.R. in "good
behavior" standing with the public
and Greenpeace activists.
In conclusion, I would like to positively say that the whale-rescue
mission called "Operation Breakthrough" did bring two super-powers
together as a team to work for the
cause. Perhaps, they should meet for
similar reasons in the future to improve relations... just not for a million dollars!

SGA adopts new logo, plans party
What's new with the Student Government Association? With homecoming nearing, a great deal of campus-wide planning is in the works.
Here's a quick rundown of this
week's work:

A New Image
Congratulations are in order for
Richard Cutforth, the winner of the
SGA logo contest. Cutforth's original
creation was selecte i from 17 entries
and adopted by SGA's executive
board last Wednesday. We'd like to
express our sincere thanks to everyone who took time to participate in
the contest. As winner, Cutforth received a $35 check and a $15 gift
certificate from the GSC bookstore in
Landrum Center.

SGA Speaks
By Ann Nappo
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SGA Publicity Coordinator

monotony of long study hours. The
Anthropology Club is open to all
students who enjoy the subject.
' - GSC is growing. We've seen the
Interested parties can contact Bill
addition of new buildings, new facBomar by writing Landrum Box
ulty members and now a new club.
The SGA recently approved a re- 8995 for details.
quest that allowed the Anthropology Dance the Night Away
Club to become a full-fledged student
At the SGA Senate meetingThursorganization. It is our hope to provide
ways for all students to become in- day, members voted to approve a
volved and explore their interests $1,000 fund request for the NAACP.
here at GSC. Not only do student The money, along with $2,000 from
organizations look good on a resume, the College Activities Board, will be
they're fan and help to break up the used to sponsor an upcoming dance

A New Kid on the Block

as part of the Homecomingfestivities
in Williams Center.

Make the Grades, Get a Party
Whoever said grades weren't important probably never had a party
in his honor. The SGA will hold a
party for underprivileged foster children who have made good grades in
classes. The party is scheduled for
Dec. 7 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. The
location will be announced at a later
date. Please attend to congratulate
these hardworking children.
See SGA, page 12
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Wrestlers
By Mike Mills

»»

Managing Editor

It seems to be a trend in Hollywood
to take tbe stars from the fabulously
successful world of Professional
Wrestling to promote their cinematic
vehicles. One can see the logic of
using these immense and admittedly
experienced performers on the silver
screen as a rjbol of already popular
figures that will only lengthen the
lines in front of the Masters 17 and
Cinema 21 theatres.
Following in the well-worn celluloid-shorn shoes of wrestling alumni
Andre the Giant (The Princess'
Bride) , Hulk Hogan (Rocky IIP),
Jessie The Body" Ventura (Predator), and Captain Lou Albanio (Wise
Guys), "Rowdy" Roddy Piper takes a
crack at the big screen with They
Live, a tale of alien invasion and
determined humans determined to
rid their beloved planet of this invasion of skeleton-faced grubbies.
The accomplished and well-traveled movie producer, director and
musical score writer John Carpenter
(Halloween, Black Moon Rising)
lends his inestimable talents to the
enterprise with a flair for horror and
a respect for the makers of The Invasion of the Body Snatchers as a symbolic journey into the psyche of the
'80s and a subtle warning of big government and their heavy hand in our
lives.
Piper plays a back-packed and
world-weary drifter filtering into the
big city in search of work. He happens upon a tin town of losers who
sneer at the rich and make sweeping
statements about the state of the
country as a whole. Piper sees a

They Live
College Cinema
RATED R

Coli<
MTM Productions 1988©
submissive society, run by an almost
police state that enforces a tough
cruel justice. The whole movie
smacks of the oppressed lower class
in a manner that suggests a Grapes
of Wrath type atmosphere.
Carpenter encourages this feeling
as mournful "Blues" music fills the
movie sound track with harmonicas,
soulful sounds and gloomy words of
misery. Piper is fine as a the drifter
who finds out the alien's terrible plot
of world-domination and does his
macho best to stop their reign of terror.

They Live also stars Meg Ryan, a
brilliant blue eyed angelic figure lost
to the wiles of the inhuman influence
of television, magazines and other
media.
This movie is a warning in the fine
tradition of the McCarthy era inquisitions that seeks to root out the
damning propaganda of government
that seeks to make the masses weak
and misuse the human resource. The
"revolution" revolves around "seeing
the truth" all around us and doing
something about it. Carpenter himself sees this film as, "A response to

the wide swing of the moral pendulum brought about in the Reagan
era."
This movie is based on a short story
by Ray Nelson that portrayed an
American society on the brink of collapse by our own insecurities and
apathetic attitude toward how our
government is run. They Live delivers this message coated in violence,
cute saying and macho heroics. It is a
hard pill to swallow as the subliminal
messages flash to an unsuspecting
public and makes me wonder if this
film was released right before the
election to promote the Democratic
cause as a warning against the influence of the Reaganites.
On the college guy index, I'll give
this flick two and one half stars
(£™fr.5) for the longest fight scene
involving wrestling techniques, poor
' script writing and lack of proper
nudity. It this were a match in the
"squared circle" of the WWF,
"Rowdy" Piper and the rest of the cast
would have been pinned within the
first twenty minutes of this feature.
Piper says when the aliens are
breathing down his neck, "Life's a
bitch and she's back in heat.", proving that Carpenter and the guys
must have left the back burner on
■ since this movie left me cold.

Unreal prices
on real Dingo.
20% off
Entire Stock

dingo Boots
1-lmMl Wtzhm
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sunday 1-5:30

■r/mar

So

Statesboro Mall

THE BOMB SQUAD

Letters to the editor
Angry mother raps Intoxicated" column
Editor:
As a parent of a GSC student, I
found the article entitled "Intoxicated" to be disturbingly disgusting.
It really bothers me to know that
Cynthia Riley thinks that this article
is either news or entertainment
reading. I am very surprised that a
newspaper editor would allow something to be printed in a newspaper
that is read not only by students, but
by parents of students.

It makes me wonder if her parents
read the article and, if so, how embarrassed they must be by the fact that
their daughter is boasting about
"falling down drunk." Or perhaps
they just didn't care enough'to teach
her any better.
When I expressed my revulsion to
my daughter regarding this tasteless
piece of garbage, she told me that she
didn't doubt one word of it—that a
large percentage of GSC students get
staggering drunk on a regular basis.
If this is true, and this is representative of GSC, it embarrasses me to
even be associated with the name.

Let me close by saying the next
time Cynthia and her nose picking
friends throw a bash at the Budget
Inn Motel that you not clutter the
pages of your newspaper with the
sickening details.

A concerned parent,
J. L. Jones
Dear Editor:
The First Amendment says: "Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof..."

The American Civil Liberties Union tells us the free exercise of religion is wrong. In their letter, the
ACLU stated: "Teaching and practice of religion are pervasive in the
public school system."
In this presidential election, we
have the right to say 'yes' to a mess of
pottage and a member of the ACLU,
or 'yes' to the First Amendment. If we
say 'yes' to the First Amendment,
perhaps all our school children can
say, 'One Nation Under God' without
the ACLU threatening to sue and
seek damages.

THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE...
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

THE MOID CAN'T BEAT THE BEST.
NOW YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE

Isaac Colvin
Harrodsburg. KY

Letter policy...
All letters to the editor are subject to standard editing policies for
taste, libel, etc. The editor reserves the right to reject any letter. There
is no word limit on letters and are published on a first come, first
served basis. Letters should address certain issues and not attack
individuals. All letters MUST BE SIGNED. The letter writer may request
to remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision
whether or not to print the name.
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NANCY PARKER
COMEDIENNE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
WILLIAMS CENTER
8:00 P.M.
FREE
SPONSORED BY

DUB
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Right now, you can discover how the best just
got a little better. Enjoy
special savings from
Domino's Pizza® with
these coupons. You'll see
why more people call us
for pizza delivery than all
the rest combined. And
now, there's another reason why the best just
can't be beat.

$6.99
SPECIAL!
Just call and order
ONE Large 16*
cheese pizza for
only $6391 Each
additional topping
|ust $1.29.
(Tax not included.)
Good thru: 12/31/88.
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN 120.
Valid at participating storM only. Not valid with
any other otter. Limited delivery areas.
©1968 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
OAS-IVW

Call Us!
Serving Georgia Southern
College and Statesboro:

681-4326

College Plaza

Coca Cola* Classic
m 12 oz. cans tor
SSS(tax included)

2 FOR
$8.88!
Just call and order
TWO regular 12"
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping
Just $1.28 covers
both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)

$1.00
OFF!
n

Just call and order
any delicious regular
12" or large 16" pizza
and receive SIM
OFFI
Good thru: 12/31/88.

Good thru: 12/31/88.
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN 120.
Valid at participating Korea only. Not valid with
any other oner. Limitad delivery areas.
©1966 Domino's Pizza. Inc

OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with
any otnar offer. Limitad dotvery areas.
,
©19B8 Domino's Pizza, me.

GAS-11/10

GA1-1W0

Limited Delivery Area. Our drivers carry less than $20. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
MOID* and the NOIO character are registered trademarks of Domino's Pizza. Inc. NOID- design in ClaymatkMr* by Will Vinton Productions. Inc
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YOUR MOST
CARING NEIGHBOR
For almost 20 years Charter
Hospital of Savannah has
served the greater Savannah
area with quality programs for the treatment
of children, adolescents
and adults suffering from emotional,
behavioral, psychiatric
and addictive disease
problems.
Our programs are developed to help patients gain
the skills required to lead full
and active lives once they
return home and to work.
Charter not only serves Savannah, we
also help families in Statesboro, Georgia,
Hinesville, Georgia, Beaufort, South
Carolina, and Hilton Head, South
Carolina with our counseling centers. The

counseling centers have
been developed to provide
assessments and aftercare for patients, as well
as a location for
mental health and
addictive disease
support groups.
In addition, Charter
. Hospital and the counseling centers host educational workshops to help
maintain a high level of
awareness onmentalhealth
and addiction issues.
We're very proud of the
programs we offer in
Savannah, Hinesveille, Statesboro,
Beaufort and Hilton Head, and we're just
as proud of the role we play in the success
of southeast Georgia and South Carolina.

CHARTER HOSPITAL
OF S&ftNNAH
1150 Cornell Avenue • P.O. Box 13817 • Savannah, Georgia 31416-0817
912/354-3911
1

HDL] 1988, Charter Hospital of Savannah. A member of the
Charter Medical Corporation family of quality health care facilities.
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High-flying Eagles nuke the JMU Dukes 27-13
by Terry Harvin

THE YARDSTICK

Sports Editor

JMU

GSC

17
First downs
10
67/240
Rushing Attynet yards 41/84
Net yards passing
13-6-1=5915-10-1=81
321
143
Total net yards
71
0
Return yards
4-1
Fumbles: number-lost
5-3
10-91
Penalties: number-yards 2-19
2-54"
1-0
Interceptions
39:07
20:53
Possession Time
12 of 23
Third-down Conversions 4 of 11
5-47
3-20
Sacks by
"includes 43-yd fumble return

Harvo's
Weakly
by Terry Harvin

Sports Editor

REVENGE!! REVENGE!! REVENGE!! Let us not settle for anything short of REVENGE!! Come on
Eagles, put all this homecoming crap
aside and bury those Bulldogs from
Samford in puppy chow. Do you realize these Division 1-AA newcomers
from the depths of Division III lead
the series against us? Yep! Back in
1931, these Birmingham poodles
whipped our forefathers when GSC
was Georgia Teachers College by the
embarrassing score of 31-0.

GSC spoiled the homecoming
hopes of 10,000 James Madison fans,
who watched the Eagles score 20
first-half points on their Dukes before being drenched by buckets of
rainfall as GSC soaked up a 27-13
victory in Harrisonburg, Va. last
Saturday afternoon.
The Eagles boost their hopes of
post-season play with the win that
improves their record to 7-2. JMU
falls to 4-5 and virtually drops out of
the playoff picture as well.
GSC apparently has the Dukes'
number when it comes to recordbreaking fieldgoals. Two-time AllAmerican Tim Foley christened the
Eagle's homecoming last year with a
Division 1-AA record 63-yard
fieldgoal that put the Dukes in the
doghouse. Last Saturday, it was
JMU's homecoming, and what a better way to celebrate than with another record-breaking fieldgoal, but
this timebyredshirtfreshman David
Cool. Cool hit a 60-yard fieldgoal that
probably caused the rain. It was the
longest by a freshman in the NCAA,
breaking Tony Franklin's mark of 59
yards set in 1975.
Eagles' defensive lineman Darren
Alford was also in the record-breaking mood as he and teammate Giff
Smith were tied with James
"Wildman" Carter for the single-season sack total with seven arid a half
each. Not only did Alford record two
more sacks against the Dukes to

break the Southern record, but he
also led the Eagles' defense in tackles
with 9.
GSC's defense allowed the JMU
offense only 84 yards net rushing and
59 passing. The Eagle-7 defense
grabbed one interception and collected three fumbles; one being ran
back by Rodney Oglesby for a 43-yard
defensive touchdown. Linebacker
Darrell Hendrix added seven more
tackles to his team leading 85 for the
season. Defensive backs Terry
Young and Oglesby contributed 6
tackles each. Southern's tough defensive effort enabled the run-oriented Eagle offense possession of the
ball for more than 39 minutes of the
game.
The special teams played a important role for both schools during the
afternoon. The Dukes blocked an
Eagles' extra-point attempt and a
fieldgoal. Southern's specialist Mark
Giles blocked a JMU extra-point
attempt and forced the Dukes'
punter to run the ball where he was
met by other Eagle defensemen that
led to GSC's second score.
Another GSC record draws near as
slotback Ernest Thompson continues to chase Tracy Ham's 1986 scor.ingrecords. Thompson tacked on two
more touchdowns against the Dukes
to put his total at 15 for the season,
just three behind Ham's mark. With
two regular-season games remaining, the 6-2,220 pound junior will be
enzone bound if given the opportunities, and hopefully there will be
plenty of those.
See Football, page 12
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Ernest Thompson, Southern's High-Flying Eagle (Photo: Matt Stanley)
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A typical Bowden
Leave it to a Bowden to run the
score up. Even if there wasn't a
Bowden coaching at Samford at the
time of our first defeat to them
mangy muts, there is now! In fact,
there are two of them. The head
coach is Terry Bowden, and one of his
assistants is Jeff Bowden. Both are
sons of Bobby "I-like-to run-the
score-up" Bowden, who coaches at
that girls' school in Tallahassee
(FSU). I might have miscounted,
because I think he has a son-in-law
on the Samford coaching staff, as
well.

The Birmingham Boys
Here's a homecoming quiz question: Where did Bobby Bowden grow
up? Give up I thought so. 01'
Bobby grew up in Birmingham,
where he probably watched our beloved coach Erk Russell play high
school sports. Yep, Coach Russell
grew up in Birmingham, as well.
That's the reason the Seminoleshave
been so successful, even if they got
lucky against the Eagles. The way I
see it, Coach Bobby figured he give
his boys a shot at coaching, so he got
them a job where the Bowden name
was still fresh. At the time, the Bulldogs were coming off a pretty poor
season (0-10 or 1-9), so they had
nothing to lose. Coach Terry was
hired and in his first season, Samford
went 9-1 in Division III. He was born
to coach football, just like his daddy.

Linksters set to improve on last year's national ranking
commented Coach Gordin. "We defiSports Writer
nitely have more depth this year."
The Eagles showed just how much
depth they had back in their first
The 1988-89 edition of the GSC golf
tournament of the season on Oct. 15team features two seniors, a junior
16 up in Durham, N.C. at the seventh
and a host of inexperienced, but very
annual John Ryan Invitational
talented newcomers.
hosted by Duke University. GSC
Seniors Richie Bryant and Chris
finished three strokes behind tourBerens led the team last year in
nament champion Duke and one
stroke averages. Bryant was selected
stroke short of the University of
as a pre-season Ail-American by
North Carolina, who finished in the
Golfweek Magazine. The two senrunner-up spot. The tourney feaiors, along with junior Mitchell Partured 23 teams, including North
tridge, will be heavily relied upon for
Carolina State, Virginia Tech, East
leadership, Coach Doug Gordin said.
Carolina and Appalachian State.
Last year's golf Eagles finished
"We had a decent finish, but you
secondin the Trans America Athletic
hate to get within three strokes and
Conference (TAAC) Championships
not win it," Coach Gordin said in
and fourteenth in the NCAA Chamreference to the tournament results.
pionships.
Last weekend, GSC traveled up to
The new players are in competition
the University of Georgia to compete
for the five starting positions.
in the Southern Intercollegiate Clas"I think my toughest job this year
will be deciding who my top five are," sic. The Eagles finished the tourney

by Al Allnoch

The TAAC Championships will be
held in Atlanta this season, where
total of 903,26 strokes off the pace of GSC will face a strong conference
tournament champion Georgia Tech. competitor in Houston-Baptist.
Bo Fennell led GSC with a 223 finThey always have top-twenty
ish. Other Eagles finishes include
teams,
and in the last six years
David Noto with a 226, Richie Bryant
they've won the TAAC three times,"
at 227, Chris Berens with a 228 and
noted Coach Gordin.
Mitchell Partridge at 238. Even
though GSC did not play up to par, so
The NCAA playoffs will be based
to speak, the young Eagle golfers
on
a new format this season. The
showed that they could come through
teams
will be divided into three rewhen needed.
gions.
The top eleven teams from
Later this month, GSC will test
each
region
will have the opportunity
their talent in the Golf World Interto
advance
to
the finals.
collegiate at Hilton Head. The tournament showcases the elite of college
Coach Gordin is optimistic about
golf, the top fifteen teams from last the Eagles' chances of beating their
year's NCAA finals.
last year's finish of fourteenth place
in the NCAA tourney.
"If we can get to the finals, I feel
After practicing in January, the
like
we have a real good chance.
team will begin its winter tournaWhether
or not we accomplish our
ment schedule at the Gator Invitagoals
depends
on how well those
tional in Gainesville, Florida.

in sixth with a two-day, 54-round

three returning players lead us, and
how quickly our inexperienced players develop."
While golf doesn't appear to be a
physically demanding sport, the
GSC linksters practice everyday,
and spend time in the offseason on
strength training and conditioning.
"In order to perform to your greatest level, you have to have stamina
and strength," Coach Gordin
stressed. "People don't realize how
difficult golf is until they start trying
to play."
The GSC golfers work hard trying
to perfect their games, and their effort should pay off.
"The basic thing to this year's team
is seeing how quickly they develop
and mold as a team," commented
Coach Gordin.
The Eagle golfers appear to be
within birdie range of another winning season.

Sports Briefs

Letter from Dad

The GSC women's swim team defeated the College of Charleston by a
score of 142-98 at the Hanner Pool
last Saturday, Nov. 5.
The Lady Eagles won eight of the
13 events. Terri Comeau won the
200-yard free with a time of 2:00.86.
Dear Son,
As I sit here in the Florida sun Comeau also won the 500-yard free
sipping on a glass of freshly made in 5:19.39. Melanie Johnson won the
lemonade, I can't help but think 1000-yard free, and Amanda Hall
won the 200-yard backstroke in
Sge Harvo, page 12
2:19.48.

Can't you picture good ol' Bobby
sitting out on his white-painted
porch in rockin' chair dictating a letter to his wife to send to their son at
Samford.

Also winning were Dawn Th- meet Armstrong State and Pfeiffer.
******
ompson in the 50-free in a time of
The GSC men's swim team evened
26.57. Michelle Hotard won both the
their
record at 1 -1 with a victory over
one and three-meter dives with
the
College
of Charleston at the
160.02 and 181.10 points respecHanner
Pool
last Saturday, Nov. 5.
tively.
GSC
outscored
Charleston 142-95.
The team of Comeau, Hall and
The
Eagles
won
seven of 13 events.
Gina Bellabonna and Thompson won
The
100-yard
free
was won by Jason
the 400-yard free relay in 3:53.14.
Singalewitch
in
10:38.65.
He also
The ladies will be off until Nov. 18
won
the
500-yard
free
in
5:06.27.
Ted
when they travel to Savannah to
Desrochers won the 200-yard fly
with a time of 2:14.64. Tim Eigel
captured the 100-yard free in 50.13.
Also coming in first for GSC were
divers Cameron Ayer in the onemeter dive with 157.55 points and
Matt Fasick with 141.15 points. The
team of Eigel, Lee Joyner, Andrew
9-1
5. Western Illinois (3)
306
Hite and Mark Vonduyke won the
6. Furman
7-2
299
400-yard free relay.
292
7. Marshall
8-1
The Eagles next meet will be Janu7-2
8. Eastern Kentucky
251
ary
10,1989 at Hanner Pool against
9. Jackson State
6-0-2
198
^jlliam
& Mary.
8-2
184 *•"
10. Montana
******
6-3
11. North Texas State
175
The GSC women finished in fifth
12. Citadel
7-2
174
place
of the eight teams participating
13. Western Kentucky
7-2
147
in
the
New South Women's Athletic
7-2
122
14. Boise State
Conference
(NSWAC) Champion6-3
15. Appalachian State
118
ships
last
weekend.
7-2
16. Connecticut
116
The meet was hosted by Florida
8-0
17. Pennsylvania
106
International
University in Miami.
18. Delaware
6-3
81
The
Lady
Eagles
finished with 117
19. Holy Cross
7-2
70
points
in
the
5K
race.
62
20. Middle Tennessee
6-3

NCAA/Sports Network Polls
NCAA 1AAPOLL
Team
Record Points
1. Stephen F. Austin (4)
8-1
80
2. Idaho
7-1
76
3. GEORGIA SOUTHERN
7-2
67
4. Western Illinois
9-1
64
'5.Furman
7-2
61
6. Marshall
8-1
60
7. Northwestern La.
8-1
59
8. Eastern Kentucky
7-2
54
9. Connecticut
7-2
52
10. Jackson State
6-0-2
43
11. Western Kentucky
7-2
34

12. Citadel
13. Delaware
14. North Texas St.
15. Boise State
16. Appalachian State
17. Middle Tennessee
18. Montana
19. Florida A&M
Pennsylvania

7-2
6-3
6-3
7-2
6-3
6-3
8-2
7-1-1

8-0

33
29
26
20.5

19
18
14
12
12

SPORTS NETWORK POLL
Record Points
Teams
367
I.Stephen F.Austin (9)
8-1
2. GEORGIA SOUTHERN (4) 7-2
351
328
8-1
3. Northwestern La. (1)
324
7-1
4. Idaho (3)

See Briefs, page 12

Lauy cuyie ^ross Country team
championships. (Photo: Matt Stanley)

placed fifth

in

conference
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Darrell Hendrix: Southern's consistent, aggressive linebacker
by Edd Cunningham
Sports Writer

Darrell Hendrix has been waiting
for his chance to start at middle linebacker for three years. With so much
time to look, listen and learn most
people would have lost interest and
quit, but that's not Darrell's style. He
considered the waiting period as a
way to improve on his abilities, and
his statistics shows that his time was
well spent.
Hendrix, a 6'0", 220 pound junior is
leadingthe Eagles' defense in tackles
with 85 ( 56 solo and 29 assists). He
also has recorded one quarterback
sack, one fumble, five pass breakups,
one interception and four tackles for
losses. Darrell contributes this season's success to the change of defenses from the split-60 to the new
Eagle-7.

Darrell Hendrix

'Coming into this year, we knew Eagle-7 is a lot less complicated for
that we would be playing more teams the linebackers."
that passed the ball," commented
Darrell. "The coaches felt that we
could be better with four defensive
backs, while at the same time getting
a good pass rush from linemen such
as, Darren Alford, Giff Smith and
Charlie Waller."
Hendrix believes that the number
oftackles the linebackers are making
are a direct result of the Eagles-7
scheme.

Homecotning Specials!
Polo m Ralph Laiuxen
RALPH LAUREN

$ O O 00

POLO KNIT SHIRTS

..REG

Corner

AOPI ROLLS OVER ADPI 19-0

WOMEN'S EIGHT BALL POOL
WINNER GOES TO REGIONAL

by Robert Peacock

A women's intramural eight ball
pool tournament was held last
Thursday night at the Sarah's Place
Game Room. Debbie Tomkiewicz
won the competition and will play in
the regional contest in February.
The men's tournament was held
Oct. 31, and the results have not been
posted.
******

The roses of AOPI stuck it to the
ADPI Lions last Wednesday night,
Nov. 2, in a 19-0 scoring rout in flag
football.
The win improves AOPI's dismal
record to 1-4 and assures them of a
fifth place spot in the sorority division as the tournament draws near.
ADPI's record continues to nose-dive
at 0-5.
The game started off with an ADPI
kickoff which the AOPIs returned to
the AD's 30 yard-line. A fired-up
Rosebud offense took the ball to the
15 yardline to set up AO's first score
on a reverse by speedster Jill Beckworth. The AO defense scored the
next touchdown on a Ginny Hicks'
interception to push up their lead to
13-0.
The AD defense came alive to stop
the AO score-hungry offense, but
ADPI's offense refused to show up for
the game. After a virtual standstill
for most of the second half, the AOPI
Roses pricked ADPI Lions for another six points as time expired in the
battle for last place that leaves AD at
the bottom of the sorority flag football pickle barrel.

In flag football, the top men's scoring team is the Yankers with 140
points (6-0 record) and Sigma Nu is
not far behind with 116 poirits(6-l
record). In the women's league,
Washed Up (5-0 record) has totaled
140 points to reached the top-scoring
spot. ZTA (5-0) is in second with 106
points scored.

We specialize in all
types of seafood.
•Ht.-'

We also have steak &*
chicken sandwiches and
our soup®* salad bar.

COME SEE US!
926 Main St.
681-3482

$55

MEN'S SIZES M, L, XL, XXL — ASSORTED COLORS

DUCKHEAD PANTS
ASSORTED COLORS

..REG

«

00

INTRAMURAL NOTES

VISA

A two man best ball golf tournament will be held on Nov.16, 1988.
The tournament will take place at
the Meadow Lakes Golf Course. The
entry fee of $14 covers the green fees
and use of golf carts. All entries are
due by Nov. 14 in the intramural
office. For more information, contact
the intramural office in Hanner 140
or call 681-5261.
******

(Tnrbttiimal Mmeiatnr
5 South Main St. • Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Downtown Statesboro

THURSDAY'S
SOUTHERN'S PARTY HEADQUARTERS

BY POPULAR DEMAND

THE LIMIT
f RCA4 HCT LANTA

THURSDAY & TRIDAY

Best Wishes for a
Great Homecoming
From The First Team

THURSDAY'S
Reminds you ... Have a Good Time,
But DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!
Chandler Road next to Stadium

See Hendrix, page 12

"It (Eagle-7) is a linebacker oriented defense, especially for the
middle linebacker," explained Darrell. " With so many men on the line
defensively, our opponents offensive
line is tied up, and I'm able to sit back
and read rather than last year where
we had to take on an offensive linemen, then fight to the ball. The

Intramural

Intramural Sports Writer

Several motivational factors have

FIRST BULLOCH BANK

DOWNTOWN • COLLEGE PLAZA • THE MALL • NORTHSIDE • GSC • PORTAL
MEMBER FDIC

1
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DON'T MISS THE BOAT?

collegiate crossword
12

3

■5678

4

13

Il4

■23

29

32

34
138

20 1981 Dudley Moore
film
21 Certain '60s
demonstrations
23 Eye part
25 Arm
(joined)
26 Jaunty

30

|33

B35

|36

39

40 41

44

28 Bankrol1 of a sort
(2 wds.)
31 Impartial outlook
33 Part of a golf club
34 Suffix for differ
35 "A mouse!"
36 Street in Paris
37 Farming (abbr.)
38 Notorious buccaneer
(2 wds.)
43 Asinine
45 Beethoven's Third

42

B45

■46

I47

48 49

dso

54

B55

58

I59

61

22

K8

31

43

1 Amphibian
5
dry
9 "The Iliad," for
one
13
May Wong
14 Indians of the
midwest
16 Prefix: foreign
17 Oil field worker
19 Ship's stem

12

241 125

27

37

11

II:

H21
■ 26

10

15| lie

20

••

B

ACROSS

56

51

52

53

57

46 Soup scoop
47 Like Hilton's
horizon
48 Trail blazer
50 Dunderhead
54 Links organization
55 Newspaper items
58 Track
59 Principle author
60 Mr. Kazan
61 Balzac's "
Goriot"
62 Descartes
63 Follower of young
or o'ld
DOWN
1 "Gone with the
Wind" locale
2
about (circa)
3 "Are you some kind
of
?."
4 Loose-fitting,
colorful garment
5 Samuel Pepys, for
one
6 Mr. Reiner
7
Jima
8 Noted movie critic
(2 wds.)

9
10
11
12
15
18
22
24
26
27
29
30
31
32
38
39
40
41
42
44
48
49

Absolutely the lowest
prices in town for all you
SCREEN PRINTING
needs

Ace
Circumferential
Privy to (2 wds.)
Till the
come
home
throw
City on the Po
Immense
Flock watcher
Well-known drummer
Horoscope pro
Type of cheese
Turned right
Turn a
ear
Soak flax
Suffix: murder
Sawing wood
Great Lakes cargo
(2 wds.)
Refusal words
Card pots
Woolly
"The
Room," in
Chicago
Crystal gazer's
words

If you find lower
prices somewhere
else, we'll meet <
or beat them. Come>>
see our operation!.^

MEISEL GRAPHICS
401 S. Main Street, Statesboro, GA 489-8843

i
VIDEO
;
ICONNECTIONS;

51 Poet Whitman
52 Nastase of tennis
53 Russian ruler
56 Suffix for mason
57
Downing Street

■
|62

© Edward Julius

1

• 2 Day Movie Rental
• Watch for our "Wooden Nickels"!
Mon.-Sat. 11-8, Sun. 1:30-6

See Puzzle Solution, page 11

Collegiate CW8806

B.C.

BY JOHNNY HART
vezyGOOD,- KOvV
THE OTHER EYfe.

SP\pe^....LAPY30&.
..AMT
GHAT....

405-A.S. Zetterower
Statesboro

Bernard at Main
Glennville

110 Church St.
Reidsville

764-3806

654-2436

557-6250

y—^V

C@r^ ^ODYSSEY RECCWDS & TAPES
{ate-

i As low as
$10.00

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
Escorts
•

:■■

■.

■.

.■

■

..

■

.■

■:-.'

■::

SCUBA
AND BE READY

INTER

I

QTR.
DKcAlv.

JL courses will be offered • Scuba for
beginners and • Advanced Scuba for those
already certified.
Contact—!
Pad! and SSI Instructors available.

WINDSOR
VILLIAGEl
GEORGIA AVE,

J$twe> c^@a<ti4>
Phone-(912) 681-1764

Gourmet Burgers, Mexican
Specialties, Salads, Subs,
Hot Wings, Croissants
Sandwiches and More!

681-1685

SPONSORED BY
f — — — — COUPON - — — — —

SOUTHERN
CONSOLIDATED
INDUSTRIES
We are now taking orders for this
beautiful wooden clock. Buy one
for yourself or give it away. This
quality clock makes a wonderful
gift. See any class member or visit
Carruth #14 from 9 till 10 for
additional details and ordering.

PERM SPECIAL
6otz nn

DHB

WLWWW1

WITH COUPON

yVv/.UU EXPIRES 11 -23-88

SHOWTIMES

APPOINTMENTS APPRECIATED "
ASK FOR
MARY FOX - KAREN - ANNETTE

MAECENAS
FOR HAIR
764-9673
BHWtu.
«
7 S. Mulberry St. , $
,_
N€wUS (At Savannah Ave.) |.?-S
**
Statesboro

SAT. NOVEMBER 12
9:00 P.M.
SUN. NOVEMBER 13
8:00 AND 10:00 P.M.

Biology Lecture Hall
ADMISSION-$1.00
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WE
HAVE
TROPICAL
FISH
AND FISH SUPPLIES

Gonzo
ufaAWiJiMm 0hcA & yidifdieh

New class offered at GSC
Staff ReportNext quarter a new class is being
offered in the English Department,
Introductory Readings in Literature:
Gonzo Journalism. In this class you
will be able to follow the terrible saga
of Hunter S. Thompson, "gonzo" journalist and the original for
Doonesbury's Uncle Duke. Hell's
Angels! Rage! Fear! Loathing! Bad
Craziness!
Gonzo Journalism is a sub-genre of

Apology offered ...
A week or so ago I read an editorial
concerning the need/value of certain
campus activities and the need for
elimination of these organizations.
This piece was one of the most irresponsible pieces I have ever had the
sorry pleasure of laying my eyes on.
The main problem with this is that I
was the one who wrote it. I apologize
to all those campus groups that I
seem to have insulted by my lack of
investigation into the facts. I do not
apologize to the puppetry guild
though, because I still do not see any
need or any worth while interest
anybody might have for the fine art of
puppetry. I don't see that we have
any reason for wasting $750. This
may not seem like a lot of money, but
it is about what I pay for two quarters
of rent. So why not put this money to
a good use.
*
*
*
I was reading the "Traffic-Parking
and Bicycle Regulations" guide that I
received when I recently registered
my outlaw vehicle. It was time due to
numerous violations. There are a few
little known regulations that I
thought I would share with you. It is
illegal to operate a bicycle that is
equipped with the handlebars

Asl

Spelt
• Jacques
deBroekert
Features Editor

"raised so that the operator must
elevate his hands above his shoulders in order to grasp the normal
steering grip area." No easy trick I
can assure you. It is also illegal to
ride a bike a carry a "package, bundle
or other article which prevents him
from keeping at least one hand upon
the handlebars." I would pay money
to see this little trick. So remember,
keep your feet on the pedals and your
wheels on the ground.
*
*
*
Theresa, if your reading the paper
then just know that I have spent
some serious day-dream time thinking of you.

the New Journalism that first rose in
the 1960's. Rather than writing "just
the facts," these journalists interpret
the facts and present as "news" these
informed interpretations.
This class won't be the usual lame
class we are used to, so sign up if you
can. It is offered 4th period on Tuesday and Thursday as ENG 220 section D. It's a two hour class but it is a
credit class. Besides, HST is outrageously funny.

Censorship
Staff Reports

Would-be censors did not temper
their efforts to ban certain books and
ideas from schools during the past
year, a civil liberties group which
tracks censorship efforts has found.
"Censorship remains a problem
nationwide, a problem that threatens the basic character and fundamental integrity of the public
schools," said Arthur Kropp, president of the People for the American
Way (PFAM), the group that issued
the report, which was called "Attacks
on the Freedom to Learn."
PFAW counted 157 attempts to
censor school materials during the
last year, and about a third of the
tries were successful, they said.
"The most frequently condemned
book was one of American litera-

J*ecM\

ture's greatest classics, 'Of Mice and
Men' (by John Steinbeck), which was
challenged in schools from Main to
Oregon," Kroop said to a Washington, D.C. news conference recently.
Panama City, Fla., barred Farley
Mowat's "Never Cry Wolf as "subversive," and the Conellsville, Pa.,
school board removed "Ordinary
People" by Judith Guest from English classes' required reading list
because of "objectionable language
and the description of a sex act," the
PFAM added.
He predicted censorship efforts
would continue, primarily because
many of the groups - mostly fundamentalist Christian sects - trying to
ban books and ideas are now running
candidates for their local school
boards.
q>rf'pkwfc OP ordvr?>

••
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TWO GIANT
HAM & CHEESE SUBS
$4i99

JUMP1N' JACK'S®
GIANT SUBS
Create your own sub by adding
your favorite combinations of cheeses and meats . . .

99 cents each covers both subs!
•
•
•
•
•

Choose from:

American cheese
Provelone cheese
Swiss cheese
.
Roast Beef
Genoa Salami

•
•
•
•
•

Cappicolla
Turkey
Pepperoni
Bologna
Spiced Ham

ALL SUBS ARE TOPPED with Lettuce. Onions, Tomatoes, Vinegar & Oil,
Mayo, Mustard, Jalopenoa by request.

301 South
Statesboro

LIMITED TIME OFFER

FOR DELIVERY
764-SUBS

PRESS
EXPRESS
PRINTING, OFFICE SUPPLIES AND COPY SERVICE

Li bv~e*.tr<

Body by Hook: Eat,
Drink and be Merry

STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Quality Copies $.06 ea.

Resumes $29.95 for 50

Great prices and service on student reports, newsletters and flyers,
Full line of school aids and teaching supplies.

By Linda Hook
Special to the George-Anne

Eat, Drink and Be Merry.
If you are planning to die tomorrow, then you can eat and drink as
much as you want. Smoking before
an execution is perfectly logical.
On the other hand, if we plan on
enjoying life a bit longer, we might
want to to take three steps that will
make that possible.
With so much good advice about
improving our health, we may not
know where to begin. Here are some
ideas suggested by Jimmy and
Rosalynn Carter of Plains.. They are
based on the findings from a conference on unnecessary sickness and
death that drew more than 100 scientists.
The most important single step we
can take toward a longer and healthier life, the experts agree, is to stop
smoking. About 1,000 people die
each day from an illness brought on
by smoking. By comparison, all of the
illegal drugs used in America kill
only about a dozen people each day.
Drinking too much alcohol may kill
as many as 100,000 people a year. If
you have more than one serving a day
of wine, beer, or liquor, you may be
risking your health. In addition to
damaging your health, drinkers who
drive may kill themselves as well as
others.
Being a bit more picky about our
diet can also help us live longer and
healthier lives. Cutting down on
cholesterol, saturated fat, sugar, and
salt would improve the health of
most Americans.

764-3442

N. ZETTEROWER AVE.

icea- lacm*' ©HSK"

HAPPY
HOMECOMING
G.S.C.
24 S. Zetterower Ave., Statesboro, Ga. 764-6291
(formerly Franklin's Printing)

If you are serious about losing
weight, you'll never again again have
to say you can't eat something because your on a diet
Starting today you can eat more
and still lose weight.

Angry - Write a Letter
The George-Anne • LB 8001

This week in...
The George-Anne

\

t •

**

**

The George-Anne provides
free classified listings to students, faculty and staff members
of Georgia Southern College as a
campus-community service.
Free classified ads should be
written in 25 words or less. The
advertiser's name and Landrum
Center address must be included
with the ads. Ads should be noncommercial in nature, should be
in good taste and are subject to
standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to
refuse any free classified ad.
Free classified listing should be
mailed to The George-Anne,
Landrum Center Box 8001, GSC.
Deadline is noon Friday prior to
publication. Commercial listings
are available at $4.50 per column
inch, with a one inch minimum.
Contact the newspaper's advertising department at 681-5418
for more information.

No. 94 - Let's make it last forever. Okay?
Good luck in the game. I love you —
Tiffaroni.
Shakespeare, Faulkner, Michaelangelo,
where art thou? Submit to Miscellany, LB 8023, here and now.
Joseph's Home for Boys is in need of a
monitor compatible with a Zenith
Data Base Computer. Black and
White screen is preferred but would
use any kind. Please call 489-8526.
Call about Aerobics classes being offered
at Golden Girls Dance Center. 4891552.
Help-line available for anyone needing to
talk about anything 24 hours a day.
489-1324.
Private tutoring in math. Affordable
prices. Grades 4-12, Finite Math,
and College Algebra. SAT Preparation also available. For information,
call 764-8456 after 6 PM.
Jump rope for heart... Jump Rope for the
American Heart Association is coming next quarter... Jan. 19th.

NOTICES/PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Pooh — here's to this weekend! May all
our wishes and fantasies come true
together. I love you! Love, Blue.
To Lisa & Trudy — OOOOWWWW! I
think I'm seeing stars. Gold, Red,
Silver, Green... they're everywhere!
Let the good times roll! Ali-Cat.
P.J. — Your special, ice cube, big and
baby kisses are Wonderful! I can't
wait to be in you arms again. Love,
your Electric Blanket (Minnie)

Looking for responsible student with
mornings or afternoons free to watch
small child in my home. Call Debbie
at 865-5954 after 5:30 p.m.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Imediate openings! Seasonal and career opportunities. Excellent pay. World Travel!
Call (refundable) 1-518-459-3535
Ext. p3481 A
Student with programming skills
needed; short-term job; consists of
streamlining existing system; salary
negotiable; contact George Lynch in
Rosenwald Room 17.
Needed: Student Assistant to work in
Georgia Humanities Resource Center. Knowledge of dBase preferred.
Apply at librarian reference office.
Ask for Fred Smith.

John — I love you! Thank you for the
beautiful roses. I can't wait 'til Turkey Day! SEA
Of Brad — You are one totally fine dude.
Dump your girlfriend. I know you
want me. U know who!
To ALi—Here's toL. A! 204 days 'til sun,
surf, and sex on the beach. . . L.A.
rocks! Love, Cathy.
To Heavy Metal Mitch: Oooooowww!!!
From Catwoman.
Smelly — Don't be a dumb butt, don't
spill the hot tea, and whatever you
do, keep on smellin'! B.F. Smelly.
Cathy: Do you want a cigatette? How
about a lighter? The slob from hell!
To Zoo Brothers—You guys are the best.
Happy homecoming. We love you.
Love, your big sis Lexi.
Unitarian-Universalist monthly meeting Sunday, Nov. 13,7:30 p.m. Social
for new members and their children.
Call 764-9426 or 681-2308 for more
information.
Horny Dead—How well is you leg guitar
tuned? Joan Rivers rules, right?
Love ya'— Huddle House Clepto
Free! Two pure-bred calimino kittens to
be given away, but without registration papers. They're gold and cream
colored and have loving dispositions.
Call 764-4381.
Starlight — each day without you will
never come again. I love you — ?

RESORT HOTELS, Cruiseleines, Airlines, and Amusement Parks, NOW
accepting applications for summer
jobs, internships and career positions. For more information and an
application, write: National Collegiate Recreation Service, PO Box
8074, Hilton Head, SC 29938.

JOBS WANTED
We will clean your dorm/apartment. Call
681-7766. Ask for Thomas or Jeff. A
cleaner abode awaits you. Call now!
Painting — apartments, dorm rooms,
bedrooms painted inexpensively!
Call Jerry 681-6525 or David 6817121 for estimates.

WANTED
Wanted! An IBM PC or compatible. Preferable two floppy disk drives. Prices
are negotiable. Write Ronald at LB
8536.

FOR SALE

T 0 A [)■[) R I PBME PIC
ANN A||I 0 W A SBJX E N 0
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TIP ROW
A R T H U Rl
L 0 V E I N S
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BUSINESS

For sale! 1988 Jetta, grey with plush
interior, AM/FM cassette, AC, automatic. $11,900 or best offer. Call
681-1594.
For sale: '78 Mustang. Good auto transmission, power steering, brakes —
almost new tires. Needs engine work
to run — $600 negotiable. 489-8847,
ask for Keith.

OPPORTUNITIES
NEED MONEY? When Banks stop... we
start... Nocredit checks, collateral or
co-signers. For application write:
Credit, Rt. 2, Box 163-A, Nicholls,
Georgia 31554. Enclose envelope.

Raquets ■— one badmiton, one aluminum
raquetball, one graphite Wilson Advantage tennios, one Wilson triple
thermo bag. Call 681-3906. Ask for
Dal.

EARNINGS UNLIMITED! MAIL OUR
LOAN ADVERTISEMENTS from
home!: Credit Services, Rt. 2, Box
163-A, Nicholls, Georgia 31554.
Enclose envelope!

BUSINESS SERVICES
No. 1 Eagle Typing Service. Why waste
studying time typing? Done on IBM
word processor. $1.50 per page. Call
Ginny, 489-1280.

Conn trumpet for sale — 2 mouthpieces,
1 mute and case. Excellent condition
$200 or best offer. LB 12139, 6813487.
Red lace and taffeta tea length formal
dress. Size 8. Only worn once. Call
Melissa at 681-1261.

For Quick and reliable typing services
call Ron and Eddy at 681-7307 for
only $1,00 per page. We'll type and
proofread your next assignment.
Typing - $1.00 a page! Fast, efficient! Will
proofread and check grammatical
errors. Please give two days notice.
Call Libba: 681 -6606—anytime day
or night.

Sleeper sofa — green and orange floral.
681-1190.

Computer service—Flyers, letterheads,
signs, greeting cards. 681-1268.

1986 Yamaha FJ600 New! Only 2,000
miles, red and silver with all options.
Helmet and Cover included. $1850.
None other like it! Call Len, 7642494.
For sale! 1987 Nissan Pulsar, 12,600
miles, Champagne pearl, five speed,
AM-FM Cassette, AC, Price negotiable. Call 564-7368 after 4 p.m.

LOST & FOUND

Female roommate needed immediately
to share trailer. Have own bedroom
w/ bath. Washer and dryer; 0.6 mile
from campus. Prefer non-smoker.
$100 per month, plus one-half utilities (electric, phone) Call 681-2984,
11 AM to Midnight.
Female roommate wanted: 2 bdroom apt.
unfurnished $150.00 plus utilities,
own bedroom. Walking distance
from campus. Call 681-6114 for more
information.
Female roommate needed immediately
to share apartment at Sussex Commons. Have own bedroom with bath.
Dishwasher, washer and dryer. Call
Stacy at 681-6820.

FOR RENT
Apartment for rent — Students due to
cancellation, we now have 2 bedroom
Apartment at Hawthorne Court.
Available now. Call 681 -1166 or 681 4197.

For sale! 1980 Dodge Omni 024 New
Keys found at Drivin' & Cryin' concert.
Paint PS AT AC. Nice condition.
Call or come by CAB office to de71,000 miles, $1,400. 488-2217,
scribe. 681-5442.
leave message.

For rent to GSC girls. 4bd, 2 bath home.
$700 mo. Call Sam DiPolito or Karen
at 764-5485.

CORPS

management and leadership skills. Builds your selfconfidence. And makes you a desirable candidate
in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year, but
suck with it and you'll have what it takes to succeed
—while you're in college and once you graduate.

**

ROOMMATES

Several sets of keys. Several pairs of
prescription glasses and sunglasses.
Please come by our office and identify to reclaim lost items. Office of
Public Safety (Campus Security).
681-5234.

1987 Pontiac Sunbird GT. Red sunroof,
AC, low mileage, 5-speed. Just tuned
up. Call 681-2832.

^

Female roommate wanted. Private room
$150/month. Split utilities three
ways. 681-7887.

1985 Dodge ColtDL, 4 dr, automatic, low
mileage. Priced to sell. 489-1969 or
489-8013 for Leigh.

For sale! Slingerland snare drum, stage
model 25 amp, Aria, Gibson SG copy.
Have stand for drum also. $150 for
everything. Call 764-8553 or 6815385.
Lavender, Gunne Sax Prom Dress for
homecoming or any special occasion.
Call 681-1427.
Tires, wheels, hubcaps for Ford pickup.
Goodyear Vector Radials. Excellent
condition. 764-7478.
Green sleeper sofa and matching chair.
Good condition and cheap! 764-7478,
leave message.
House for sale: 4 bedrooms in Sherwood
Forest. Owner Direct sale. 681-3936.

Kuzzie solution,
from Daae 9

VISA/MASTERCARD Guaranteed approval. Send stamped envelope. Services, Rt. 2, Box 163-A, Nicholls,
Georgia 31554.

Trombone for sale. Bach trigger strad.
model 42B, excellent condition. Paid
$900, want $750 (firm). Don 6814738 after 7 p.m.
1985 Suzuki: GS550E, Great Condition,
2,100 miles. Helmet and saddlebag
included. Blue and white. Call 6812832.For sale: 1985 Dodge Vista Colt
4-door, AC, AM/FM, cassette, power
window/lock. Good condition. Call
Brina at 681-3328.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop

681-5320

For sale: Two gallon Octagon fish tank,
complete set-up with gravel and ceramic setting, food also, $15. Call
Christian after 5 p.m., 681-3227.

Eye-catching paper mache jewelry. Call
681-1214. I take specific color requests. You'll really love 'em!

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CALL:
MAJOR TOM McELWEE
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SHOCKING NEWS!
1

OUR CLASSIFIEDS
ARE FREE!
All GSC students or
faculty and staff can
take advantage of getting their message
across at no cost to
themselves. Simply
write down your message in 25 words or
less and send it to us.
That's all there is to
it.

NAME:
LANDRUM BOX:.
ADDRESS:
PHONE NUMBER

ARMY ROTC

INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY SCIENCE

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

MS 115
WINTER QUARTER CLASS

This offer is limited to GSC students, faculty and
staff. Use your message for buying or selling merchandise, to find a roomate, or to list personal message. No commercial listings, please.
Send to THE GEORGE-ANNE, LANDRUM BOX 8001, STATESBORO GA.
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Hendrix
Southern Days New Age
Continued from page 8
Continued from page 3
and Nights works with crystals, but views them been key reasons for Darrell's sucNovember 10
3 p.m.
4 p.m.

Arts and Sciences advisory council. Foy 316
Battle of the Bands, practice. Nov. 7-9, Williams Dining Hall

November 11
Classes dismissed for homecoming activities
campuswide

November 12
1 p.m.

GSC Homecoming, campuswide
GSC Football vs. Stamford. Paulson Stadium

November 14
5 p.m.
8 p.m.

Undergraduate evening studies registration,
Williams Dining Hall
"Austin on Tap," CLEC program, McCroan
Auditorium

November 15
7 p.m.

CAB comedian. Williams Coffeehouse

November 16
GSC Basketball vs. Marathon OH, Hanner
Fie Id house

November 17
3 p.m.
8 p.m.

Arts and Sciences advisory council. Foy 316
GSC Jazz Ensemble. Foy Recital Hall

8 a.m.
8 a.m.

Visitation Day, Hanner Fieldhouse
Registration Extension through Nov. 22, Williams Dining Hall
GSC Football vs. S.C. State, Paulson Stadium

November 19
1p.m.

November 21
8 p.m.

Statesboro/Georgia Southern Symphony,
Foy Recital Hall

November 23
10 a.m.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS through November 25, campuswide
Residence Halls close, all halls

November 25
GSC Basketball vs. North Carolina-Wilmington, Hanner Fieldhouse

November 26
1 p.m.

Residence Halls reopen

November 28
GSC Basketball vs. Augusta, Hanner Fieldhouse

Briefs
Continued from page 7
Top runner for GSCwas Alicia
Hewes in ninth place in a time of
20:30. Senior Mimi Averitt came in
12th in 21:21 followed by Monica
Evans in 23rd, Kelly Kirkland in
35th, and Carolyn Reckamp in 38th
place.
Head coach Del Presley said, "The
girls ended the season on an upbeat
note. It was difficult with the temperature at 84 with very high humidity."
The meet ended the season for the
Lady Eagles.

SGA
Continued from page 4
More, More, More
Here are just a few more notes
about the various happenings at
SGA. Freshmen who submitted photos for the Freshman Register may
pick up to original photo from the
SGA office during hours before
Thursday, Nov. 17.
Also, we would like to thank ail of
you for making the preliminary
Homecoming Queen election E success. Over 1,200 people voted. Please
extend your votes again on Thursday, Nov. 10 in the final election for
Queen.
Lastly, with homecoming festivities just around the corner, the SGA
urges students to get involved and
show school spirit by attending the
events lined up for this weekend and
have a fun, safe time!

differently. "To me, they're just a
good luck charm. I've never used
them religiously."
In order to obtain maximum results from the crystals, they must be
cleared of all of its formerimpurities.
"First, you have to put the crystals in
a salt water solution for a while.
After that, you must leave it outdoors
so it is exposed to the elements—
rain, wind, sun, etc. This will make it
your crystal. It will, in a way, put
your soul in the crystal," explains
Rushing.
Other New-Agers basically espouse only the philosophy behind the
New Age instead of relying on the
crystals or other practices of the
movement.
Jane Thompson, Assistant Dean of
Students, states, "The thing [of the
New Age Philosophy] that I found the
most appealing was the de-emphasis
on the material things making the
spiritual so much more important.
The emphasis would be on harmony:
people would stop fighting; there
would be a renewed sense of peace
and a breakdown of the political
system—a return to Earth, so to
speak."
However, not everyone involved in
the New Age is down to earth—with
the ideology comes eccentrics and
criticism.
"Doonesbury" cartoonist Garry
Trudeau characterized the New Age
movement "Where heavens are in
perfect alignment and finally after
years of anticipation, where Sean
Penn is in jail."
Time magazine recently published
an article about Jo Ann Karl, A NewAger, who says she regularly channels with the arch-angel Gabriel and
her past life experiences:
"I was married to St. Peter. We
travelled widely with Jesus, teaching with him. After he was crucified,
we continued to teach and travel for
several more years until we were
caught by the Romans. Peter was
crucified and I was thrown to the
lions after being raped and pilloried.
Now I understand why I've always
been afraid of animals."
In addition to negative attention
towards eccentrics in the New Age,
some practices of the movement have
been criticized for being exploitive.
At a recent benefit for the New Age,
attended by actress Shirley
MacLaine, followers waited with
crystals in one hand and $300 in the
other to cover the door charge.
For the most part, however, New
Age followers are construed as being
sincere in their faith while eccentricities and fads within the movement are seen as overplayed.
"People expect me to take out my
black witch's hat when I talk about
the crystals," Kim Thompson commented about the negative aspects of
the New Age.
Rob Rushing added, "Everybody
believes what they want to believe. I
don't think people should criticize
others for what they believe. What
works for them may not work for me."

Editor
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Italian & french Cuisine.
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Continued from page 12
Studying is linking and the information doesn't always come packaged—you have to dress it yourself
but you have to watch how others
dress it, too. Conquering the study
animal is combating the, existing
cloud of societal misinterpretation.
It's more than learning hard facts;
it's learning people.

cess. First, GSC has had its share of
good linebackers, such as Hugo Rossignol, Robert Underwood, Flint
Mathews, and Henry Butler. Compared to these Eagle greats.are inevitable, but Darrell plays them down.
"Flint and Underwood were great
players. It is nice to be compared to
them, but I'm really not worried
about any kind of pressure leading to
trying to be like them," reasoned
Hendrix." I can't be Flint; I have to be
Darrell Hendrix, and I really concentrate more on doing my job than
trying to live up to expectations."
So far this year, everyone has been
pleased with his performance. When
asked if he was surprised by the effort that Darrell has put forth this
season, Coach Erk Russell said, "No,
I'm not surprised, because ^ie (Hendrix) is a hard worker and he keeps
his head in the game."
Another motivational factor for
Darrell has been his roommate Bart
Hughes. Bart was also a starting
linebacker until an leg injury against
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga forced him for miss the rest
of the season.
"A lot of injuries hurt us early in
the season," replied Darrell. "When
Bart got hurt, it put a little fire in my
eyes, and I wanted to get some revenge for him because he's my roommate." This closeness between play-

ers are just one of reasons for GSC's
success.
Hendrix's high school days at
Brantley County were typical of
south Georgia football. He played
several positions in high school ranging from fullback and offensive line
to his main spot at linebacker. Darrell managed to get a few letters of
interest from college scouts while
being in an area that gets little press,
except for powerhouse Valdosta.
"Coach r sell is the kind of inspirational
that I always wanted
to play for," complimented Darrell.
So he came to Statesboro to wait for
his chance to play.
In the process, he has been a part of
two National Championship teams
and has played with two Ail-Americans at his position. But those are not
the highlights of his career, not even
his biggest thrill.
"Mybiggestthrill sofar wouldhave
to be starting against Florida State,"
decided Hendrix. "To play a team j
ranked in the top ten in Division 1-A
like we did was special, and 111 always remember that we played hard
against them."
GSC's chances for post season play
look better every week. When you dig
deep to study the individual parts of
the team and find players who exemplify hard work, positive attitudes,
and team commitment like that of
linebacker Darrell Hendrix, the odds
keep looking better.

Football
Continued from page 7
Offensively, fullback Joe Ross led
the Eagles with 139 yards on 25 carries. Ross averaged 5.56 yards per
carry with his longest run being a 39
yard gallop. Thompson added 50
yards to his two-TD afternoon, and
quarterback Raymond Gross followed with 44 yards respectively.
Gross also passed for 82 yards,
completing 9 out of 14 attempts with
one interception. Wide out Ross
Worsham caught three passes for 44
yards, longest being a 17 yard reception, and Tony Belser totaled 26
yards on three catches, as well. The
offensive linemen were led by head
"hawg" Dennis Franklin. The AilAmerican center, with the help of
guards Brad Bernard and Sean
Gainey, and tackles Sammy Twiggs
and Tony Smith, led the Eagle offense to 17 first downs running 82
plays to collect 240 total yards rushing and 82 yards passing.
This Saturday, GSC will celebrate
their homecoming by facing new
Division 1-AA opponent Samford in
front of an estimated crowd of 18,000
people in Allen E. Paulson Stadium.
The Bulldogs from Birmingham, Ala.
are 4-5 since taking the big leap up
from their previous Division III spot.
They are coached by Terry Bowden,
son of Florida State's coach Bobby
Bowden.
This is not the first meeting between Samford and GSC. Back in
1931, Samford defeated Georgia
Teachers College 31-0, and thus
leads the series 1-0. This is also the
second meeting between the head
coach Erk Russell and a member of
the Bowden family. The Bowden's
are leading the series 1-0 after the
FSU. Seminoles pulled out a homecoming victory over the Eagles 28-10
back on Oct. 8. Hopefully, this Saturday Coach Russell's Eagles will take
some homecoming revenge on the
Bowden clan. Ironically, both Coach

Russell and Coach Bobby Bowden
grew up in Birmingham. If GSC can
grab a homecoming victory, Coach
Russell will lead the Birminghamnative series 2-i by defeating a
Bowden, who also coaches in Birmingham.

Georgia Avenue
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M. - 6 P.M. • Sat. 8 A.M. - 5 P.M.

881-6093
681-2316
QQ
Tanning $2 per visit
Men's Haircuts - $6" • Women's Haircuts - $8"

LOOK AT THESE PRICES!
CHEESE
1 Topping
2 Toppings
3 Toppings
5 Toppings
7 Toppings

Small

Large

2-Large

3.50
4.00
..4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50

8.75
9.95
11.15
12.35
13.50
14.75

NEW HOURS: M-Th 5:00 p.m. -12:00 a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Harvo
Continued from page 7
about your game this week against
Georgia Southern. You probably
don't realize the importance of this
game to our family, so let me share
some of the major elements with you.
Since we (FSU) beat them in October, the Bowden Family leads the
series against them Russells, 1-0.
Because it wasn't a pretty win, the
kin folk back in 'Bama are going to
tease your daddy for letting Erk's
boys beat up my team so bad for our
Tallahassee homecoming. Erk and I
both grew up in Birmingham, but he
was older.
If Erk's team beats you this Saturday, it will give him braggin' righcs
back home. Can you imagine what
this year's family reunion will be like
if you lose to them Russells. By golly,
we probably wouldn't even get invited to supper on the grounds, and
you know how well your Aunt Betty
can cook.
Son, I'm going to put it on the line
for you. If you lose them Russells,
I'm going to let your brother Jeff
take over as head coach and I'm going
to bring you to Tallahassee to coach
inmate football at the state prison. If
you lose , there will be no Aunt
Betty's chicken-n-dumplings, your
mother will divorce me and change
her name. If you ever thought of
taking over for me when I retire, you
better beat them Eagles!!
Love ya son,
Pops.

University Plaza

681-6736

BUBBA'S
THURSDAY
GSC NIGHT
SO INCLINED
FROM ATLANTA
$ 2.00 admission
I.D. required at door
681- 1355

Hwy. 301 Slouth

Tun Shirt;
[Welcome Students

REG. 29.95

Henry's Hairauits
k SouitHiem Hair Styles

"The pizza you don't
need a coupon to afford"

FREE
I DELIVERY!

OR $5 EACH

Complete Hair and Nail Care
Wolff Tanning System

D-C/* PIZZA

COTLER
ACID WASH
STYL JEANS
Blue only

SUNGLASSES J
Statesboro
Largest"9eiection

FREE
Pair Strings

LEON'S
TEE SHIRT

to our new larger location
in the Mall
Best prices around on single or
multicolor screen printing

WITH

$2500
PURCHASE

When you need team or group
shirts FUN SHIRTS offers quality
workmanship at the best price.

Void 11-30-88

STATESBORO MALL

w/purchase

764-2436
22 West Main
MasterCard • VISA • Discover
American Express

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 1-5

764-5176
Statesboro Mall

764-2226

